
PT-C-HDCEC
HDMI CEC and Relais Controller 

Multiple trigger signals from 
either sensor/switch, hot plug 
detect, IR, RS232 release mul-
tiple commands over CEC, IR 
or trip relays. Configure once  - 
use over and over again.

The automatic EDID function 
forwards the display EDID or 
it can be configured manual-
ly using DIP switches. It will 
even down scale the image to 
legacy 1080p infrastructure .

The PT-C-HDCEC is built di-
rectly into the HDMI signal 
path.  It reconditions and re-
peats the HDMI2.0 signal 
while effortlessly adding con-
trol.

AS IF  
BY MAGIC

IN-LINE 4K  
AV PROCESSING

A GUARANTEED  
PICTURE

Install. Connect. Perform.

It is Tuesday morning, shortly before 9 am. The team has gathered, the presentation is perfectly prepared, 
the applause is only a few slides away. „All that’s left is to quickly plug in the laptop and away we go ... - 
Wait, why is the projector not on? Why is the projector screen not down? Where are the remote controls?!?“ 

Shouldn‘t this be easier? Maybe even automatic?

Simply plug in the HDMI cable and all devices power up, screen formats change, and motors roll into action – 
sound to good to be true? With the PT-C-HDCEC from PureLink, a single event, such as inserting the HDMI 
cable or pressing a button, initiates a cascade of commands to all system devices. This simple to use clock-
work like control also includes 18Gbps video signal reconditioning and 1080p downscaling for superior 
reliability and compatibility.

Discover the comfort of automated control and start your next live presentation with the peace of mind that 
only PureLink products can provide.

STARTING YOUR LIVE  
PRESENTATION WITH  
CONFIDENCE? 
CHECK.

„Has anyone seen the remote?“

The PureLink Promise

Reliability 

The concentration on the 
essentials, on performance 
and endurance, is a guaran-
tee for the reliability of our 
products. Simple, functio-
nal, durable - this is the only 
way to bring our claim of  
„Install - Connect - Perform.“ 
to life.

Value for money 

High quality must be af-
fordable. In the ProAV sec-
tor we have distinguished 
ourselves precisely by this. 
Therefore, the following 
applies: Also in the futu-
re, each of our products 
will clearly outperform the 
price with its performance. 
Without compromise.

Quality standards

The experiences and expec-
tations of ProAV customers 
are the focus of our product 
development. We listen, 
question needs and have 
the firm intention to exceed 
customer requirements.
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